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Literacy is  

a bottom-up fight  

for a top-down gift.  

 

 

 

“Finally, I am coming to the conclusion 

that my highest ambition  

is to be what I already am.” 

 ― Thomas Merton 

 

 

 

Upon the education  

of the people of this country,  

the fate of this country depends. 

- Benjamin Disraeli 
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Background 

The Need for Community Literacy Programs 

Today, more than ever, reading, writing and 

numeracy skill development is particularly 

important for adults and families in our 

province. Literacy is linked to economic and 

personal success.  

Literacy accounts for .02% of the provincial 

education budget; literacy is not the sole 

responsibility of the k-12 system. Children need help from their parents. 

Parents need strong literacy skills to stay employed and help their 

children with their schoolwork. Employers need employees that can 

digest information and think critically in the workplace. 

The investment in community literacy programming is critical:  

- Nearly one third of Saskatchewan children arrive for 

kindergarten not ready to learn 

- Grade 3 reading levels have remained at 75% since 2017. 

- 34% of Saskatchewan adults have not completed high school. 

- 33% of Saskatchewan adults struggle with literacy. 

Section 1 
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- 57% of Saskatchewan adults score in the two lowest numeracy 

skill levels 

- 65% of people in Canadian prisons have less than a Grade 8 

education 

- 85% of income assistance funding is spent in support of 

Canadians who do not finish high school 

- Literacy is measured on a scale of 0 to 5, with 5 being the highest 

level.  

o Household income for those with 

literacy level 4 or 5 is 70% higher than 

for those with literacy level 1 or below 

and 33% higher than those with 

literacy level 2. 

o Average earnings for an adult without 

graduating high school are $23,000, 

compared to $60,000 for adults with a 

university degree. 

o Among adults with a college diploma, average earnings 

are $37,000 for adults with literacy level 2, compared to 

$50,000 for adults with literacy level 4 or 5. 

We strive to work with those that need the most assistance and face the 

most barriers to social inclusion. For example, in our financial literacy 

programs last year: 

- 68% of program participants do not own their own home (rent, 

board, shelters, couch surf, incarcerated, live with parents)  

- 71% of program participants earn less than $30,000 per year 

- 60% have Grade 12 or less  

- 51% between 19-29 age range; 22% were 30-40 years 

- 56% Indigenous (51% First Nations,5% Metis) 

- 23% non-Canadian-born 

- 38% have children under 18 years old 

- 78% unemployed  

- 18% self-reported disability 
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Why do people come to READ Saskatoon for help, 

and what change happens? 

Wanting greater job opportunities and went back to school for 

bookkeeping.  

RESULT – received 94% in her final math class 

 

Confronting the challenges of life without a 

partner that did all the reading, writing, 

banking and bill payments.  

RESULT - went back to school 

received their GED at 79 years of age 

 

Completing their post-secondary certificate program.  

RESULT – “My favourite thing is the way her face changes from 

frustration to clarity when she understands 2 concepts she has 

been struggling with. I love that she is able to fulfill her lifelong 

dream of getting her education, and it is an honour to help her on 

her journey.” 

 

Opening an RESP for their child and making regular savings.  

RESULT – 17 low-income families successfully completed a six-

month financial literacy program opening 35 RESPs and saving 

$3,725.00. 

 

Hoping to become a better and more confident role model for their 

children.  

RESULT – Volunteer said: “She filled in her own evaluation, with 

support, but in her own writing. This would not have been 

attempted a year ago.” 

 

Better understanding the skills needed for their child’s school success.  

RESULT - “Criss Cross Applesauce effectively built the love of 

reading for our daughter. She wants to read everywhere, in the 

supermarket, bookstore and at bedtime. Her English vocabulary 

https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/lucinda_nielsen__let_me_tell_you_about_my_journey.html
https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/lucinda_nielsen__let_me_tell_you_about_my_journey.html
https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/lucinda_nielsen__let_me_tell_you_about_my_journey.html
https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/2015_lions_learner_achievement_award_winnerclint_broten.html
https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/keep_learning_and_stay_curious.html
https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/literacy_learner_award_winner.html
https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/literacy_learner_award_winner.html
https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/nabila__family_literacy_blog_4.html
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is growing rapidly, and we hope she will not need ESL support 

when she enters elementary school.” 

 

Increasing their language and literacy skills to better navigate our health 

systems.  

RESULT – Received timely help from staff and trained literacy 

volunteer: “I am feeling anxiety as I have received a lot of emails 

from kids’ school (elementary and high school). I have been 

overwhelmed to read all those emails. A little bit I understand 

and some I do not :(. As you know English is my second language 

and I did not grew up in Canada, so I am blind to understand 

school system in here.  By the way, I am a single mother 

for 4 children.” 

 

Obtaining a new, better paying job and maintaining job security.  

RESULT - “I tell everybody that my teacher helps me. Now I 

understand the paperwork at my job. 

How READ Saskatoon is financed? 

We receive 15% of our $1 million dollar budget from the provincial 

government. Literacy is not a federally funded activity, which means 

READ Saskatoon receives no budget from the federal government. The 

remainder of READ’s funding sees 75% from granting bodies, local 

businesses, corporate sponsorship, and fundraising activities, with the 

remaining 10% received via our donors.  

https://www.readsaskatoon.com/blog/posts/sakina_bikuta_nominated_this_years_tutor_award_winner.html
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Campaign Structure 

Stay local and grassroots 

This local context provides credibility 

to the project and campaign and helps 

influence other local champions who 

have the capacity to give and can 

attract others to contribute to the 

campaign. 

Ensure Volunteer Fundraisers are Donors  

Leadership must also be recruited relative to the number of size of gifts 

needed to secure the bulk of the fundraising target. Without this 

capacity and influence, the risk of not securing major gifts is significant. 

It is important to have each volunteer make a personal gift to 

demonstrate their commitment to the project. These gifts must reflect 

both their level of support for the project as well as their capacity to give. 

When significant gifts are given by such a group of individuals, they 

become invested stakeholders, and their overall engagement increases. 

Section 2 
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Case for Support 

The Case for Support is a cornerstone document that is 

referred to and used extensively throughout the 

campaign. It is an essential communication tool to 

articulate the needs and priorities of READ Saskatoon. 

In addition, the Case for Support enables all volunteers 

to speak and refer to the project using clear and 

consistent messaging. While used as a supporting 

document it also ensures the campaign and project stays 

on track and remains focused. 

Campaign Goal 

It is not unusual for a campaign target to be unclear at the onset of any 

campaign planning. However, identifying a reasonable and appropriate 

goal that reflects the full scope of the project must be established to 

allow for appropriate preparation and clear communication.  

$2M Campaign (see gift chart in Appendix) 

- Strengthened Case for Support that reflects the findings of the 

consultants as well as involvement and commitment from 

campaign chair(s) 

- Identify and secure top 6 gifts needed to represent 70% of goal 

- Pace-setting gifts of $100k and greater need to total at least $1.38 

million 

- Close to 185 prospective donors will need to be solicited  

- Approximately 10 volunteers recruited for the campaign 

- Senior level communications and development preparations have 

been completed to support the campaign 

- Process to administer funds, gift agreements, and receipting 

must be in place 

The number of prospective volunteers and donors needed for a $2M 

campaign is not overwhelming, but it is strongly recommended that 

READ Saskatoon not announce the campaign goal until leadership gifts 

have been secured. Going public too soon can negatively affect the 

success of the campaign as a whole and damage the reputation of READ 

Saskatoon. 
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Prospective Volunteer and Donor Assessment 

Many campaigns have run through the city over the past years. A recent 

$10M campaign in the city had 740 donors with an average pledge of 

$13,500. A $20M campaign had 4,431 donors for an average pledge of 

$4,709. The $10M campaign was completed in 13 months with the 

$20M campaign needing approximately 18 months. The information 

provides helpful perspective on the importance of securing very large 

gifts in the initial phase.  

It is important READ Saskatoon begin actively pursuing a campaign 

volunteer recruitment and retention strategy immediately. This strategy 

must be thoughtfully planned and well organized, as it is critical to the 

success of the campaign. Key factors in selection will include: 

- Profile of the individual or corporation 

- Projected gift levels required for the campaign 

- Appropriate match being made between volunteers and 

prospective donors 

Campaigns are generally won by lead gifts, but not all stakeholder 

groups have similar capacity to give, nor do individual gift levels require 

the same attention. However, each of these groups and level require a 

comparable campaign presence.  

Campaigns and committees typically fail because of inadequate 

engagement and support. Our goal is to ensure volunteers see 

themselves as an integral part of the campaign while ensuring 

manageable flow of work. We will strive to keep the structure small and 

intimate, ensuring costs are minimal while allowing for maximum 

activity and success. 

We will strive to find: 

- Lead Gifts - $100K and greater 

- Major Gifts - $25K - $99,999K 

- Special Gifts – $5K - $24,999K 

- General Gifts – Gifts at this level will come from general public 

appeal and from other solicitations. 

Pace Setting Gifts 

The importance of strong campaign leadership is matched only by the 

importance of securing pace setting gifts at the front end of the 
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campaign. These gifts provide a strong signal of the appetite for the 

project, secure a financial basis on which to validate the goal, build 

confidence in the project and reassure all volunteers and the community 

at large that this project and campaign is worthy of a considerable 

investment. 

Secure lead gifts prior to launch. It will be important to ensure major 

contributions to the campaign are confirmed prior to going public. This 

ensures the goal is achievable and allows for milestone announcements 

on which to build momentum through the campaign. Securing gift 

commitments prior to the public launch of the campaign needs to be a 

priority. It is important to have the right person ask the right prospect 

and at the right time with the right approach. Close engagement with the 

leadership team will need to be present at all times. Every ask must be 

unique and well planned. 

Donor Recognition 

Gift recognition plays an important role in not only acknowledging the 

support of the individual but also marketing the overall campaign and 

motivating others to contribute. For a campaign of this nature, it is 

strongly advised to explore forms of recognition and promotion that are 

unique. In addition, finding creative ways to leverage gift recognition 

initiatives to attract and encourage new contributions to the campaign 

should not be overlooked. Ensuring donor recognition is aligned with 

campaign promotions is essential to maximize reach and penetration of 

the prospective donor pool. 

Campaign Management & Support 

As the campaign progresses there will be significantly greater need to 

strengthen support in the areas of communications, development, and 

administration. To effectively manage the campaign, READ Saskatoon 

will work with Spark Events and Rock & Bloom. 

To prepare READ Saskatoon for a major gift campaign, key messages 

were reviewed, as well as previous advocacy documents.  
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Literacy Goals for Next 4 years 

Key Messages 

COVID 

COVID has amplified the importance 

of literacy. How do you navigate a 

pandemic when you struggle with 

reading and writing? What the agency 

has witnessed over the past year: 

- Plain language is imperative. 

We created a plain language 

COVID information sheet that was very well received by clients, 

volunteers, and other community organizations. 

- November 202o saw the number of clients in our financial 

literacy programs double over the previous three years. This is a 

sure sign that our families are struggling and looking for 

meaningful ways to ensure financial security for themselves. 

There is no doubt that Canadians with incomes under $40K are 

bearing the financial brunt of COVID-19. 

- Our adult literacy program coordinator, Beth, is busier than ever. 

We hit our participant numbers 3 months early. 

- Our volunteer numbers have not dropped during this time. We 

continue to fill monthly agency orientations, and although some 

volunteers are choosing to take a break during this time, they are 

few and far between. 

- We are working with several businesses to help grow the literacy 

skills of their employees. In January we launched a 6-part 

Workplace Writing Workshop Series. We are so pleased to share 

that we have 20 individuals participate and provide very positive 

feedback on their learnings.  

Our goal is to develop and deliver workshops on 

digital literacy that helps strengthen critical thinking 

and analysis skills, avoid fraud, protect personal 

http://prospercanada.org/News-Media/Media-Releases/Canadians-with-incomes-under-$40K-bearing-the-fina.aspx?utm_source=Prosper+Canada+Subscriptions+%5BAll%5D&utm_campaign=b36f894226-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_06_04_06_47_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_536ea6808f-b36f894226-179330213&mc_cid=b36f894226&mc_eid=f2914d460f
http://prospercanada.org/News-Media/Media-Releases/Canadians-with-incomes-under-$40K-bearing-the-fina.aspx?utm_source=Prosper+Canada+Subscriptions+%5BAll%5D&utm_campaign=b36f894226-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_06_04_06_47_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_536ea6808f-b36f894226-179330213&mc_cid=b36f894226&mc_eid=f2914d460f
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information, positively identify factual content, and 

better navigate digital communications. 

Family Literacy 

Family literacy programs are organized around the core belief that 

children’s literacy development starts in the home and community 

before they start school. Our Family Literacy programs are offered 

throughout the community using a variety of program models that are 

flexible and ensure the needs of families are met. We host a family 

literacy session in the community every 3.5 days.  

For the next four years, our goal is to deliver family 

literacy programs 5 days a week.  

“The family is the strongest element in shaping lives. It's the most 

powerful support network there is. It's where the cycle of learning 

begins, where the attitudes of parents about learning become the 

educational values of their children. Through education of more than 

one generation, family literacy programs build on families' strengths and 

provide the tools and support they need to become stronger and more 

self-sufficient” Centre for Family Literacy, Edmonton. 

Financial Literacy 

“Financial Literacy programs can equip vulnerable participants to better 

navigate complex financial systems and highlight opportunities for 

positive change in public and private financial services and systems” 

SEDI, 2012. READ Saskatoon has strong partnerships with CBOs, 

Banks, Credit Unions and volunteers from financial institutions. 

Research suggests that consumers who get financial advice feel more 

confident about their decisions” (TFFL, 2011). 

“Financial empowerment is a new approach to poverty reduction that 

focuses on improving the financial security of low-income people. It is 

an evidence-driven set of interventions that have proven successful at 

both eliminating system barrier which stop the full financial inclusion of 

low-income people and providing enabling supports that help them to 
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acquire and practice the financial skills and behaviours that tangibly 

improve their financial outcomes and build their financial security.”  

33% of Canadians say they do not follow a budget. 38% have no savings.  

72% are not confident in their math and money skills.  

For the next four years, our goal is to work with 400  

clients1 a year, deliver 4 matched savings programs 

per year, and train and support 20 more community 

organizations. 

Adult Literacy 

Adults know what they need to learn to meet their goals, and because of 

that, at READ Saskatoon there is no set curriculum. Our clients bring 

their specific learning goals and the tutor uses materials they find 

important to practice, and improve their skills. Some learners focus on 

academic skills (GED, Post-Secondary), some focus on home and 

community (reading to kids or grandkids), or work (documents, and 

forms); all gain a deeper understanding of their own strengths and 

abilities through their tutoring experience. 

Learner over 2 years in program: “I used to panic and couldn't think 

when I had to fill out forms (hospital/doctor), but now I am calm…still 

nervous but I can cope better now." 

Adult learner "I have finally learned enough so I don't need someone to 

go to the bank with me. I now have my privacy. No one else needs to 

know my business." 

For the next four years, our goals are to increase the 

number of clients we serve, as well as provide specific 

 

 

1 Unique clients! This means we only count a person once, even if they attend all six 
financial literacy workshops. 
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workplace literacy supports through workshops and 

small group instruction. 

Spark 

The results are strong: all parent and teacher 

respondents reported improvement in children’s 

reading skills, specifically improved sight word 

memory, comprehension, and word identification 

skills.  

The involvement and growth of the student’s self-

reflection skills is shown through 92% of 

students reporting their reading skills improved, 

with 69% specifically naming these 

improvements: 

• Thinking about what I’m reading  

• I used to skip some words, never used my pointing finger  

• Sounding out words better 

93% of Reading Guides and teachers noted children’s reading 

skills improvements because of Spark. Since 2017, indicators included 

(from most to least reported):  

• Improved word identification skills 

• Improved comprehension 

• Improved sight word memory  

2,500 children will have received free literacy support 

from a trained volunteer by the end of 4 years. 

Volunteers 

Our volunteers deliver our mission and vision. They contribute 30,000 

hours which is the equivalent of 16 extra full-time staff. They are an 

important part of the solution; volunteering as a Reading Guide or 

Literacy Coach, and investing in someone else’s learning journey, they 

play a significant role in creating awareness and break stigma.  
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We cannot increase our reach without increasing the 

number of volunteers we work with. We need a part-

time volunteer coordinator. 

Stakeholder Focus 

Campaign communication will be 

important to build and maintain 

beneficial relationships, influential 

people, and organizations that can 

contribute to the success of the 

project. Some groups are important 

because of their ability to 

contribute financially to the project. 

Others are important because of 

their role as advocates, aligned 

service providers or recipients of READ Saskatoon programming. For a 

communication plan to be effective, it is critical to identify the 

individuals and groups who are important to the organization and 

customize both the type of information and style of delivery to 

effectively reach them. 

These groups can be characterized as audiences that are affected by 

READ Saskatoon’s pursuit of its mission and who in turn can influence 

its success. The segmentation of stakeholders helps to identify the 

relevant information to share with each group and establish the best 

messaging and tactics to effectively engage them. 

Engaging and involving these groups in the campaign is both strategic 

and necessary to ensure they remain informed and supportive of READ 

Saskatoon’s work. Stakeholders include, but not limited to: 

- READ Saskatoon past and current donors 

- READ Saskatoon volunteers 

- Indigenous leadership 

- Local businesses 

- Current and former sponsors 

- Rotary, Kinsmen, and Lion Service clubs 

- Churches 
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- Accounting firms 

- Banks and Credit unions 

- Law firms 

- Insurance agencies  
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Campaign Timeline 

January – March 31, 2021 

- Identify campaign chair(s) 

- Identify key campaign volunteers and begin recruiting through 

direct contact 

- Confirm strategy and tactics 

- Begin donation solicitation 

April 1 – May 31, 2021 

- Secure 70% of goal 

- Launch campaign 

June 1 – December 31, 2021 

- Secure remaining 30% of goal 

- Exceed target 

- Finish 

LIT UP! 2022 

- Wrap up celebration 

  

Section 3 
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Appendix 

Campaign Co-Chair Job Profile 

The Campaign’s Co-Chairs will be recognized as successful, 

prominent leaders within the community. These individuals will play 

a pivotal role in garnering confidence in the project including 

building momentum for the campaign, engaging volunteer 

leadership and financial support. As the voice and face of the 

campaign in the community, the co-chairs will bring credibility and 

trust, enhancing ongoing public relation efforts of READ Saskatoon’s 

literacy programming. 

These individuals will be very attentive to timelines, inspire respect 

and foster a ready response from campaign staff, volunteers and 

prospective donors. They will have to demonstrate diligence and 

follow through and be willing to follow the campaign plan of 

organization through all its stages. 

These individuals are persistent and willing to accept obstacles and 

challenges as they arise, accepting each as a starting point and an 

opportunity to educate key volunteers and donors. 

Campaign co-chairs will lead by example with a personal gift that is 

proportionate to their financial ability. 

Section 4 
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The Campaign Co - Chair is responsible for the following tasks: 

Coordinating Committee Activities:  The Campaign Co-Chairs 

are responsible for calling and running meetings or conference calls 

of the Campaign Committee, enlisting additional volunteers in the 

campaign efforts (as needed), ensuring that decisions and proposed 

actions are reported to the committee and reporting the Committee 

activities to the Board of Directors and staff leadership. 

Approving & Executing the Campaign Plan: The Campaign 

Co-Chairs have overall responsibility for approving and executing 

the campaign plan and functions as the campaign's chief operating 

officer, running scheduled meetings of the campaign volunteer team 

and calling additional meetings as needed.  

Rating & Evaluating, Assigning and Soliciting: The Campaign 

Co-Chairs lead the Committee in:  

- Takes responsibility for the process of cultivation and soliciting 

pace setting and lead gifts and lead gift donors. An active role will 

be important 

- Rating and evaluating major prospects already known to the 

organization. 

- Identifying, rating, and evaluating major new prospects.  

- Working with READ staff and consultant to confirm 

appointments with major prospects.  

- Soliciting prospect donations.  

Acting as Campaign spokesperson: In consultation with the 

Executive Director and the Board Chair, the Campaign Co-Chairs are 

the public spokesperson for the campaign, making statements in the 

media and urging participation on the part of prospective donors. 

A monthly commitment of 10 hours/month for one year. 

Accountability: 

The Campaign Co-Chairs reports to the chair of the Board of 

Directors through monthly written reports.  
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Campaign Committee job profile 

The campaign committee plays a key role in securing the campaign’s 

donations. They must work collaboratively with Co-Chairs and 

designated staff. A volunteer is ideally a recognized leader and decision 

maker in the community who has the capacity to influence others. The 

volunteers will be very attentive to timelines, inspire respect and foster a 

ready response from Co-Chairs, volunteers, and donors. 

They will make a personal gift that is thoughtful and proportionate to 

their financial ability. 

Key responsibilities:  

- Attend campaign committee meetings and appropriate training 

sessions.  

- Commit to making 10 donor solicitation calls 

- Provide input into the overall campaign plan 

- Execute the campaign plan as directed by the co-chairs 

- Deliver on commitments according to the timetable established. 

- Report results of donor solicitation calls 

- Maintain open and frequent communication with Co-chairs to 

remain fully informed 

- Be an ambassador for the campaign and for READ Saskatoon 

- Answer questions 

- Help provide thanks and recognition to donors, volunteer, and 

suppliers 

- A monthly commitment of 6 hours/month for 1 year 

Accountability: 

The campaign volunteers report to the co-chairs of the campaign.   
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Summary READ Saskatoon 

October 2019  

Donor Communication Survey 
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2022 2023 2024 2025

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

adult $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $300,000

digital literacy $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $200,000

financial literacy $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $300,000

family literacy $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $300,000

spark (children's literacy) $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $300,000

matched program $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $40,000

endowment $65,000 $65,000 $65,000 $65,000 $260,000

rent $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $300,000

Total: $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $2,000,000

4 Year Major Gift Campaign
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Definition of Literacy 

There are many reasons that 1/3 of all Saskatchewan children do not 

arrive at kindergarten equipped with the skills needed to learn, and why 

1/3 of all Saskatchewan adults struggle with literacy. Some of those 

reasons are mental health struggles, home and work responsibilities, 

learning disabilities, culture shock/urbanization, past trauma 

(residential schools/refugees from war torn countries), addictions, teen 

pregnancy, discrimination/racism, and poverty, just to list a few. 

The canary in the coal mine metaphor is an advanced warning of danger. 

Today, low literacy skills are the canary in the coal mine. How can any 

economy and society proposer when 42% of Canadian adults and 33% of 

Saskatchewan adults do not have the minimum literacy skills to cope with 

everyday life and work? Of those 42%, the 15% with the lowest literacy 

levels have serious difficulty understanding any printed materials. Low 

literacy skills are directly linked to poverty, poor health, and high 

unemployment. What does this mean to employment? Workplace safety? 

Business development? Health care? Citizenship participation? Justice? 

The long-term implications are unfathomable. 

Literacy is “understanding, evaluating, using and engaging with written 

texts to participate in society, to achieve one’s goals, and to develop 

one’s knowledge and potential”. (Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development, 2012). In short, “Literacy is about more 

than reading and writing – it is about how we communicate in society.  

It is about social practices and relations, about knowledge, language and 

culture.” (United Nations).  

READ Saskatoon 

READ Saskatoon has a long history as a local literacy organization that 

offers free literacy services to adults and families.  

Since 1979 we have provided adult tutoring services with the help of 

trained volunteers and community partners. Today we have expanded to 

offer adult, family, children’s and financial literacy programs, as well as 

literacy facilitator trainings and resources. 

Each year READ Saskatoon works with over 2,600 people providing 

family literacy programs, financial literacy workshops, training 
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volunteers to work one-on-one with adults to help them improve their 

reading, writing and numeracy skills, and training communities to 

deliver literacy programs. This is because of our 165 dedicated and loyal 

volunteers, staff, and community partners. 

- We believe everyone has the right to learn, regardless of age.  

- We believe strong literacy skills are not attained by chance.  

- We believe communities have a right to responsive and effective 

literacy programs.  

- We believe lifelong learning habits contribute to strong and 

resilient communities.  

- We believe our own cultural perspectives are limited therefore we 

will not make assumptions about the experiences and cultural 

expressions of others. 

READ Saskatoon is a non-formal learning organization; we work 

alongside informal (libraries) and formal learning institutions. We 

do not provide credits or marks, rather we focus on assisting in the 

mastering of individual literacy skills such as letter/sound 

identification, fluency, vocabulary, spelling, comprehension, finding 

and using information in a document, writing text using appropriate 

tone, adapting tone, and communicating clearly and concisely, just 

to list a few examples. Research demonstrates that formalizing non-

formal learning doesn’t work; what works is stable resourcing for 

formal, non-formal and informal learnings to work together. 

Saskatchewan needs to invest in high quality non-formal educational 

opportunities grounded in outcomes and results. Literacy is a 

community issue; it is too important to be the sole responsibility of 

the k-12 system. 

Without non-formal literacy programs, members of our society are 

pushed even further to the margins. Some learners from Indigenous 

and newcomer communities may experience this to a greater degree 

than others. However, marginalization also includes an increasing 

number of disenfranchised youth, seniors trying to access online 

information, learners in remote locations, rural citizens looking for 

learning supports and services, and workers trying to keep up with 

changing job requirements. Literacy learning needs are everywhere, 

and if adequate resources are unavailable to meet the needs, difficult 

choices are forced upon us (CUPE Literacy Program, 2018, p. 3). 
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READ Saskatoon's vision and strong community mandate guide 

staff’s efforts. We offer a variety of programs and services including 

family programs, community literacy events, presentations, adult 

financial literacy workshops, adult tutor program, volunteer training, 

financial literacy facilitator training, outcomes and evaluation 

workshops, and family literacy facilitator training. 

READ Saskatoon has evolved from a small group of volunteers 

tutoring adults into the leading literacy group in the province of 

Saskatchewan. The organization has even been described as a “go-to” 

agency when individuals, communities, businesses, and government 

are seeking solutions to literacy concerns.  

READ Saskatoon's programs have proven effective and deliver 

results in the community. In the last year, the organization partnered 

with other non-profit organizations in Saskatchewan (Southeast 

Regional Library and Regina United Way) to train and deliver 

literacy programs. The organization also offers a number of free 

community workshops: the Workplace Writing Workshop Series, 

Cree Language and Plain Language. 

Core programs and services 

Family Literacy 

Family literacy programs typically serve schools, day cares, or 

community associations in core neighbourhoods throughout Saskatoon. 

We offer three family literacy programs that involve parents and their 

young children aged 3 – 5: 1, 2, Buckle My Shoe, Criss Cross Applesauce, 

and Romp 'n' READ. Programs are 6-12 weeks in length and program 

outcomes include:  

- Increased children’s literacy skills  

- Increased literacy activities for parents to support their children's 

emerging literacy development  

- Enhanced parent-child relationships  

- Increased awareness of community learning opportunities and 

resources  

- Increased community involvement and interaction.  
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We also facilitate 2 events, Saskatchewan Odyssey and Payday Playday, 

which are 2 hours of family learning fun. These events draw 

communities together, usually in school gyms to accommodate the large 

crowds.  

Spark 

READ Saskatoon trains and supports adult volunteers who work one-

on-one with struggling elementary school students twice per week over 

eight weeks. These sixteen thirty-minute sessions occur in the schools 

during class time with schools providing the customized reading 

resources needed for each student/volunteer match. READ Saskatoon 

also provides donated books to each child, in partnership with 

Saskatoon Public Libraries and community book donations. Outcomes 

include:  

- Improved children’s reading skills  

- Enhanced children’s’ learning strategies  

- Reading Guides are prepared and effective in their roles 

Adult Tutoring 

The adult literacy tutoring program matches trained volunteers with 

adult learners who work together toward learner-centred literacy goals 

once per week for at least three months. Pairs meet in public spaces such 

as READ Saskatoon, libraries, or coffee shops. Program outcomes 

include:  

- Individuals improve their reading, writing and numeracy skills  

- Individuals enhance learning strategies  

- Literacy volunteers are prepared and effective in their roles.  

Financial Literacy 

Financial literacy programs have been delivered throughout the 

community and province with incredible success since 2012. The 

Financial Literacy program offers workshops to adults on financial 

topics such as credit, budgeting, consumerism, assets, banking, and the 

benefits of RESP. We also offer an intensive 6-month matched savings 

program. We help families to open RESPS and the amounts saved are 

matched 3:1. 

Program outcomes include:  
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- Increased Financial Literacy skills, awareness, and access to 

information and services  

- Improved financial choices and habits/behaviours (application of 

knowledge and skills). 

Additional Supports 

A six-week workplace writing workshop series is kicked off January 

2021. 

A Cree language program is hosted twice a year by READ Saskatoon to 

community family groups and adults. 

A Plain Language workshop is delivered to community organizations 

twice a year. 

We deliver an Introduction to Community Evaluation Practices 

workshop.  


